
CONSEQUENCES OF ETHICAL DECISION MAKING

In this globalized and dynamic business environment, ethical decision-making has generated more concern to the
business leadership.

Conclusion Responding to an unethical situation of its subsidiaries, American Express acted ethically by
cooperating and coming forward with valuable information that could help the investigation and the consumer
fully be refunded. Moreover, ethics can refer to a system of principles and rules concerning duty or the rules of
practice linking a social action class Davis, , p. It is important that advisors operate within the constraints of
ethical standards. On the other hand, there are a number of explanations for why situational variables may
have failed to impact forecasting in empirical studies, and how these studies may differ from real-world
problem-solving. Advisors should locate their comfort zone along each of the following ethical continua and
steer clear of either extreme: Neutral vs. While values can, and do, change over time, they represent a
significant component of personality. However, those that seek to make moral personal decisions have the will
or desire to seek what's right over the long term. Leadership: Theory and practice 6th ed. An examination of
the effects of leadership on business ethics: Empirical study. Moreover, training should emphasize that, in
order to improve forecasting, people should consider a large number of consequences. The process of making
ethical decisions requires: Commitment: The desire to do the right thing regardless of the cost Consciousness:
The awareness to act consistently and apply moral convictions to daily behavior Competency: The ability to
collect and evaluate information, develop alternatives, and foresee potential consequences and risks Good
decisions are both ethical and effective: Ethical decisions generate and sustain trust; demonstrate respect,
responsibility, fairness and caring; and are consistent with good citizenship. Chenault explains that in order to
create ethics within an organization, it begins with leadership. Along related lines, this study identified a
number of cognitive strategies that facilitate forecasting and EDM, specifically. These relationships are likely
to be similar across settings for example, the identification of a larger number of potential consequences is
likely to be related to better forecasting and EDM in real-world settings, as well as the laboratory setting of
this study. Though the act itself was unethical, American Express leaders fully cooperated with authorities and
began their own investigation into the matter, and they eventually found and reported more fraud and
violations Markus, ; Silver-Greenberg,  Generally described as normal societal standards, or norms, values
influence how people make choices. On the fragility of skilled performance: What governs choking under
pressure? In the western world these standardsare, in large part, based on Judeo-Christian principles. On one
extreme, advisors look for ways to give positive messages to students while withholding any criticisms. Is
there full disclosure? Ethical thinking involves the intricate process used to consider the impact of our actions
on the individuals or institution we serve. The Quiet Lion: Kenneth Chenault. This failure can lead to an
outcry of negative public opinion, or even worse, legal issues. Students are often developing their
decision-making processes and may question the values held by their families and society. Because of this,
groups should use the three rules of management to assess whether their organizational decisions are ethical.
Mumford, University of Oklahoma. When is the best time to address personal morals versus organization
ethics? Positively, the decision to implement a values-based ethics policy in the Americas means advisors may
no longer have ethical lapses and expect standard enumeration Driebusch,  Academic Medicine. Clearly our
thoughts affect our words and deeds, and in a group context, ethics in decision making can be evaluated
through the tangible evidence and outcomes from words and actions. Right behavior can be evaluated though
actions and words, but there is no way to know one's thoughts. Institutions that examine power and
responsibility, and audit their ethical decisions regularly, develop employees that function with honesty and
integrity and serve their institution and community. Nevertheless, organizations continue to struggle with
moral decision-making on a daily basis as they consider the cost of making such decisions. Research Agenda
The results with regard to the impact of situational variables on the cognitive processes involved in EDM
implicate a rich area of future research. The prospective new member must then determine if it is possible to
reconcile their moral choices with the organization's ethics as conveyed in the company's values and code of
conduct. Attentional processes and paradoxical performance. Many companies have not implemented codes of
ethics within their organization. Who would be hurt? This means we have to understand the difference
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between immediate and short-term goals and longer-range goals. Deontological based on study of moral
obligation Theological Principle-based As well as others The good news is that, in general, most approaches
will lead to similar choices for most decisions involving ethics. Footnotes All authors contributed to the
development of the research design and methodology of the study. Management Science. Integrity can be
considered the quality or state encompassing honesty, sound moral principles, uprightness, and sincerity
Davis, , p. The violations included deception, unlawful late fee charges, age discrimination, failure to report
consumer disputes to reporting agencies, and misleading consumers about debt collection Markus, 
Additionally, these situational variables may be more likely to impact forecasting in real-world
decision-making when people are following the natural course of these problem-solving activities, as opposed
to responding to specific, written prompts in the laboratory.


